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Dog Ear Publishing, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Ten thousand years ago, two teenage lovers set out to save their clan. But
what they didn t expect is to end up in the 21st century. Along with two loyal friends, Ty and Sita
embark on a daring vision quest, searching a deadly prehistoric forest for a tribe to save their cave-
dwelling clan. But when the blood of a beast and Sita s shamanic potions combine to scramble
their psyches, the dark-skinned seekers find themselves thrust from their familiar cave-land world
into the technology-driven modern-day city of Los Angeles. Darren, a young filmmaker shooting a
carpet commercial on a mountaintop, mistakes the Stone Age kids for a rap group and brings
them to his home, where the teens discover the wonders of Star Wars, pizza, sunglasses, and
skateboarding. Ty s courage and Sita s shamanic wisdom eventually force the pompous filmmaker
to face his destiny, and disbelief slowly becomes trust. Still, Ty must find a way to travel back ten
millennia with a miracle that will save his starving clan. But how? Or will Sita s potions hurl them
into another,...
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This publication is indeed gripping and intriguing. It is actually writter in basic terms and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to explain how here
is the greatest publication we have read through during my own lifestyle and could be he best pdf for at any time.
-- Er vin Cr ona-- Er vin Cr ona

It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .
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